Constructing a Foundational Platform Driven by Japan's K Supercomputer for Next-Generation Drug Design.
The cost of pharmaceutical R&D has risen enormously, both worldwide and in Japan. However, Japan faces a particularly difficult situation in that its population is aging rapidly, and the cost of pharmaceutical R&D affects not only the industry but the entire medical system as well. To attempt to reduce costs, the newly launched K supercomputer is available for big data drug discovery and structural simulation-based drug discovery. We have implemented both primary (direct) and secondary (infrastructure, data processing) methods for the two types of drug discovery, custom tailored to maximally use the 88 128 compute nodes/CPUs of K, and evaluated the implementations. We present two types of results. In the first, we executed the virtual screening of nearly 19 billion compound-protein interactions, and calculated the accuracy of predictions against publicly available experimental data. In the second investigation, we implemented a very computationally intensive binding free energy algorithm, and found that comparison of our binding free energies was considerably accurate when validated against another type of publicly available experimental data. The common feature of both result types is the scale at which computations were executed. The frameworks presented in this article provide prospectives and applications that, while tuned to the computing resources available in Japan, are equally applicable to any equivalent large-scale infrastructure provided elsewhere.